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Addition broken

Image ID: 1109862
Multiplication

In a. orchard are supposed trees. In length age of 67 and in breadth every 34 I demand how many trees are.

Answer: 422,879,03

In army consisting of 1593 in rank and 925 in File I demand how many men in all.

Answer: 2916555

A cherry orchard hath 490 trees and every three trees 80 959 I demand how many there is in all.

Answer: 4778513378
The golden rule
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The double rule of 3
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Arithmetick. The Art of Computation.

By Number which brings many Consequence.

These who true Reckonings would from false discern

Arithmetick let them compleatly Learn.

By this the Merchant and the man of Trade

By Ignorance or Skill are marred or made.

Yet in this Art there none that so acute

As all its Excellencies to compute.

Arithmetical Difficulties.

Arithmetick is the art of Numbering well where by all

Reckonings and Accounts in humane affairs are exactly by

Number is that by which any thing is numbered.

Always Answereth to the question how many except.

The Question be one or nothing, for neither of these can

Properly be called Number and this is the Subject of

Arithmetick.
Is it not that Riches dont Dwell so sure
Above all Powers of the Earth Containes
My selfe. Assume it and call it is own
Even in its breath. BREATHS is in one Throan
Such is the Power of Death. It cuts it Down
But death is Jest with lasting Moment Crown

Though mens Works be some is Disregarded
Better by some of well performed Rejected
Yet let such self Exalted strive to mend
Before they do it come to touch Contemn
Of correct faults in this our Warners Sick
And cry of mans works it is the test
But let such Know its not of wise That will
Or such who can excell in art or skill
But such who Deth refuse. The gold they lack
Because Presented in a Ports thats black
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